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M. Bernardakis has therefore some reason
to complain of the discourteous comment-on
his labours by the celebrated Professor
Wilamowitz Mbllendorff of Gottingen in the
commentariolum grammaticum which ac-
companies the Index Scholarum of his
University for the summer session of 1889.
The Professor's critical examination of a
long passage from Erotian's Lexicon
Rippocrateum leads him incidentally to a
comparison of that writer's long periods
with those of Plutarch, and he goes out of
his way to notice a bella res, as he phrases it,
in connection with Plutarch. In the treatise
irepl apcTrji KO.1 Kcuaas Plutarch ch. i. quotes
a line from Homer and in the next chapter
a verse from the Laocoon (not, as the writer
gives it, the Antenoridae) of Sophocles.
Hercher had referred to Nauck's fragmenta
tragicorum for both quotations fraudis in
hixametro tragico nihil odoratus. Bernard-
akis has unfortunately repeated the error,
placing too much confidence in Hercher to
think it worth while to verify his references.
Several other instances might have been
adduced of similar negligence, e.g. p. 60 F,
where vTrtpoirruts is given by both as
Wyttenbach's reading instead of vTrdirrtos.
But, says our Editor, pusilli animi est talia
premere et castiga/re ; we will therefore not
expose ourselves to the charge, though we
are free to confess that our confidence is
shaken in an editor who omits to verify his
references. However, Mollendorf professes
that he should not have taken notice of this
slip, but for the undeserved praise which has
been bestowed in some quarters upon the
mercennaria opera, quam ille in provincia
collocavit per Hercheri mortem deserta; and
he continues thus : Hercle aliud est recensere
librum, aliud emendatiunculas aliquot
excogitare quamvis elegantes et hiatus
pernumerare. Bernardaees quid ipse possit,
in proximis demum tomis aeslimari poterit ;
unum iam nunc constat, Jundamentum
recensionis non esse iactum, atque vehemen-
tissime optandum est, ut is qui indefesso
studio, prospero successu, summa modestia
via/m ad codices Plutarcheos et cognoscendos et
aestimandos aperuit, ab aemvlo parum
liberaliter virtuti et gloriae suae detractante
ne se patiatur deterreri — Maximilianum
Trevium dico (A list of the writings of Treu
on the subject is given in the Class. Rev.
vol. iii p. 36 note 1). Bernardakis after
indignantly repudiating the notion of his
opera being mercennaria, if by that is meant
a speculation quaestus causa, dwells on the
trying circumstances under which he pur-
sued his task—difficulties which, he ventures

to assert, the Gottingen Professor would
never have faced. He then appeals to the
preface of his first Volume in disproof of the
charge which his antagonist brings against
him of wantonly depreciating the labours of
Treu. He has said nothing against that
scholar, the truth of which cannot be de-
monstrated. The fact is that Wilamowitz-
Mollendorff is not such an idoneus iudex as
he thinks himself. We have only to look at
his comments on the passage from Erotian,
which he has undertaken to amend, to con-
vince ourselves of this. Bernardakis then,
after passing a trenchant criticism on the sug-
gested emendations of this obscure writer, in
order to prove the Professor's summa graeci
sermonis imperitia, concludes by saying that
he might have spared himself the trouble,
if he had referred to the Index Schol. Gott.
1884 where the Professor proposes to sub-
stitute the optative Trpoerjrwrme (sic) for the
indicative •n-poa-iriirrei. After this every one
must allow Udalricum de Wilamowitz-Mbl-
lendorff illotis manibus scriptores graecos
attrectare.

Such is Bernardakis's spirited vindication
of himself against an unmerited attack. The
director of the gymnasium at Mitylene may
hold his own against any German Professor
in knowledge of Greek, but his Latinity cer-
tainly leaves something to be desired : such
slips as non ipso auctori deberi, liber quo error
insit, textus emendatio ipsius scriptoris sermoni
innitenda est are unbecoming a Head Master
according to English notions.

Studia critica in Plutarchi Moralia. Scripsit
SOPUS CHE. LAESEN. Hauniae : 1889. In
Libraria Hagerupiana. 3 Mk. 50.

This is a dissertation, which has obtained for
its author the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.
In the preface he has some sensible remarks
on the MSS of Plutarch : he differs from
Bernardakis in his estimate of the Paris D,
some of the apparently good readings of
which he regards as conjectural emendations
and interpolations. Such was the opinion
of Diibner also.

He attempts to account for the unsatis-
factory condition of the existing MSS of the
Moralia by supposing that the originals
from which they were transcribed were
written not on parchment but on paper :
hence the number of lacunae, which can
never be restored. The rest of the disser-
tation is taken up with critical notes on
various passages from the treatises contained
in the first volume of the Teubner edition.
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Our limits prevent us from making more
than a general statement, that some of the
corrections the writer proposes carry con-
viction with them, and must be accepted by

future editors, while nearly all show great
ingenuity and an intimate knowledge of the
language of Plutarch. His criticism both of
Hercher and of Bernardakis is very just.

H. A. HOLDEN.

A PLAUTINE PALIMPSEST OP THE AMBROSIAN LIBRARY.

T. Macci Plauti Fdbularum Reliquiae Ambro-
sianae, by GULIELMUS STUDEMUND (Berlin,
Weidmann, 1889). 70 Mk.

THE present year will be memorable in the
annals of Plautine criticism by the publica-
tion of a work which Plautine scholars have
been eagerly expecting during a quarter of
a century. Hitherto the Codex Ambrosianus
—a palimpsest of the Ambrosian Library at
Milan, containing, beneath a roughly
executed MS. of parts of the Old Testament,
a MS. of Plautus of the fourth or even
the third century—has been in a certain
sense the peculium of one man. The late
Professor Studemund devoted the main
energy of his life to deciphering the sadly
mutilated and obliterated text, and it has
been generally recognized among Plautine
scholars that he had acquired a special skill
in reading it. Others have no doubt pub-
lished their readings of parts; so old a MS.
—perhaps the very oldest specimen in exist-
ence of any Latin author—could not fail to
attract attention: and as early as 1815
Cardinal Mai published his M. Acii Plauti
fragmenta inedita. Mai was followed by
Ritschl, Sehwarzmann and Geppert, and in
recent years by Loewe. But the Apographon
of Studemund has two advantages over the
work of these scholars; firstly it is the only
complete collation of the whole MS.; se-
condly it comes later and has been drawn
up with full knowledge of what previous
collators have read or believed themselves to
have read in it.

The Apographon is not a mere facsimile of
the palimpsest, such as it would have been
easy to produce by the aid of photography,
but which would have been of comparatively
little value : for to the ordinary scholar this
MS. is illegible, as the single page of fac-
simile (from Wattenbach-Zangemeister)
appended to the present volume shows. The
Apographon presents us with all that Stude-
mund was himself able to read, in the light
of his intimate knowledge of the MS. as a
whole; the results of his indefatigable labours
in interpreting the riddle which each page
offers are here made public property. Each

letter has been made the subject of special
study, and an elaborate system of signs
shows with the utmost clearness what is
legible, what is partially legible, and what
is illegible.1 On the occasion of a recent
visit to Berlin I enjoyed the privilege of in-
specting Studemund's MS., on the basis of
which ' copy ' was prepared for the printer.
It is evident at a glance that incredible pains
have been bestowed upon the work; every
page is covered with notes and comments, in
which difficult passages are discussed and
the results of an examination of the readings
of other scholars (published while the
Apographon was in progress2) are recorded
with the most conscientious care. But what
is of even greater interest is the evidence
which these pages afford that Studemund
was not concerned to read more than others ;
he did not give the rein to his imagination
or allow the wish to be father to the thought.
On the contrary he appears to have imposed
upon himself the most severe restraint, and
to have fixed his mind upon determining
with all possible definiteness and finality
what is to be recovered from a study of the
palimpsest and what is lost for ever.

His collation will thus command the con-
fidence of scholars. Any one who collates
hereafter will have in Studemund's work a
firm basis of operations. But it is a great
question whether anything further can be
gleaned. It is hardly likely that any one
will approach the task with Studemund's
knowledge and perseverance; moreover the
effects of time and of the severe tests to
which the MS. has been submitted have ren-
dered it less legible than it was fifty years
ago. One hears—almost with a sigh of

1 See the specimen page forwarded by Messrs. Nutt
with the April No. of the Classical Review.

2 The readings of Geppert (published in his
Plautinische Studien I., II.) and those of Loewe
(published in the Analecta Platitina by him, in the
editions of the Epidicus and Mercator by Ritschl's
euecessors, in the Miles and the BkeiniscMs Museum
by Ribbeck) have all been compared with the original.
A very valuable feature of Studemund's collation is
that he frequently appends notes stating what cannot
have stood in the MS. That Studemund owed a good
deal to the labours of his predecessors—especially of
Loewe—is highly probable.


